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Program opening
The primary objective of this program is to help existing traders’ further develop their trading competency to improve their performance.
A lot of focus will be placed into enabling the trader to better understand themselves in terms of their trading personality and psychology.
The reason for this is because we as professional traders who had gone through years of ups and downs in trading, we realised how significant the impact can be to
a trader’s development and performance. This cannot be emphasized enough of its importance. The other observation we had is many of the workshops out there
had neglected this and had placed their focus into what everyone aspiring traders out there is seeking – trading strategies (holy grail).
The truth is trading strategies are plentiful out there and many of which are freely assessible online.
But why is it that it is so hard for anyone to be consistent and profitable? Two general findings.
First, the trader is “lost”, always trying new strategies and can never find a strategy that will work. Trader thinks that his strategy that do not make money is lousy
and is constantly searching for the “holy grail” and hope to eventually find one that will make him money.
Second, taking the easy way out of not putting in the required effort to make things work. This type of trader takes trading like a hobby. Logs in to trade thinking
that he got the skills, lost money and accepts that he may not be good enough, but does not reflect deep enough into this trades and does not make the correct
changes to turn things around. This cycle will continue endlessly. Trader may have put in some effort but it could be in the wrong direction which does not fix the
trading problems he has.
We believe the “holy grail” is the trader not the strategy. Research has shown the same strategy taught to a group of people, ends up with drastically different
results. The difference is because everyone has different trading personality which also means the same trading strategy and style of trading may work well with a
trader but may be unsuitable for the other.
In this program, we wish to be a mentor to you to enhance your trading capabilities, assisting you to develop a strategy that suits you while guiding you towards
effective risk and trade management towards professional trading.
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Developing and maintaining a trading journal
What are the list of details you need in a trading journal?
Why is it important to keep a trading journal?
In order to become a profitable trader, you need to treat trading like a
professional job. Work has to be put in and maintaining a trading journal is
one of those task.

Most proprietary trading firms insist their traders to keep some type of
journal, or at the very least notes on each trade.
These notes must explain what they are doing, the set up, and the results
of each trade.
To make it even better, screen shots of the trade done should be
incorporated so that the trader can make meaningful review of the trades
he had done and what could have been done better.

Trade Log
• Trade Date and time
• Instrument
• Signal taken
• Entry/stop loss/take profit, amount and pips
• Entry method
• Forecasted risk reward
• Actual Trade ROI, amount and pips
• Amount gained and lost
• Number of pips gain or lost
• Reasons for taking trade (Your trading rules)
• Screen shot of trade
Post trading review
• Did you stick to your trading plan
• How you feel when you take the trade
• What actions did you take while the trade was open and your reasons for it
• Did your actions effect the trade negatively or positively
• What emotions influenced your trade
• What can be done better to improve winning probability?
• Identification of setup / signal
• Entry price
• Trade management
• Market structure ….etc
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Sample of a trading log
Example of trade log and journal

Trade Log
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Sample of a trading journal
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Sample of a trading journal
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Identifying Market Key Levels
What is a key level?
Key levels are simply regions where the prices on the chart have found it difficult
to fall below or above, and often rejected any attacks to break those levels.
Traders may identify the key level with a horizontal line. Some traders may also
identify areas in chart and call it key area or zone instead of using just a line
across the chart.
Support and Resistance line is a basic way of key level identification. There are
other methods trader uses in their trading.

What are the methods to identify market key levels?

•
•
•

Support and Resistance line based on high and low points
Market Structure/ Price action
Pivot Point

Support / Resistance
Usually identified by extreme of price points such as swing high or lows. Also commonly
identified when price trades within a range forming an obvious horizontal ceiling or floor.

Market Structure/ Price action
A key level that consist of multiple turning points and has been tested on both sides of
support and resistance.

Pivot Point
A mathematical calculation using previous High, Low and Close to create different levels of
support and resistance. Commonly used pivots are Daily and Weekly Pivots Points.
Weekly Pivot Example:
Pivot point (PP) = (High + Low + Close) / 3
Support and resistance levels are then calculated off the pivot point in the following:
First resistance (R1) = (2 x PP) – Low
First support (S1) = (2 x PP) – High
Second resistance (R2) = PP + (High – Low)
Second support (S2) = PP – (High – Low)
Third resistance (R3) = High + 2(PP – Low)
Third support (S3) = Low – 2(High – PP)
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Identifying Market Key Levels
Market Structure Levels
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Identifying Market Key Levels
Exercise: Identify and draw market structure levels
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Identifying Market Key Levels – trainer’s copy
Exercise: Identify and draw market structure levels
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Identifying Market Key Levels – trainer’s copy
Exercise: Identify and draw market structure levels
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Identifying Market Key Levels – Pivot Points – trainer’s copy

Pivot point (PP) =
(High + Low + Close) / 3
(112.077 + 110.35 + 111.867) / 3
111.431

First resistance (R1) = (2 x PP) – Low
First support (S1) = (2 x PP) – High
Second resistance (R2) = PP + (High – Low)
Second support (S2) = PP – (High – Low)
Third resistance (R3) = High + 2(PP – Low)
Third support (S3) = Low – 2(High – PP)

Exercise:
Calculate R1, R2, R3 and S1, S2, S3.
Draw them on chart.
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Identifying Market Key Levels – Pivot Points – trainer’s copy

Exercise: On your trading platform, pull out chart for EURUSD and GBPJPY.
EURUSD = Weekly pivot points on Daily chart.
GBPJPY = Daily Pivot points on 1H chart.

On both charts, please draw the PP, R1, R2, R3, S1, S2 and S3.
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Selection of timeframe to trade
Key factor to consider when choosing trading timeframe

Type of trader

Time in Position

Chart timeframe

Trading Personality

Intermediate term trader

Weeks to months

Weekly, Daily

•

Swing trader

Intraday to a few days,
weeks

1H, 4H

Day trader

Hours to few days, rarely
into weeks

15M, 1H

Scalper

Seconds to minutes

1M, 5M

•
•
•
•

Preference to trade 1 to 2 positions at a time or hold many positions at
a time.
Preference to hold positions or a very short duration or comfortable to
hold longer duration.
Inclination towards certain setup or chart pattern
Preference to place stop loss tight or with more allowance.
Trading emotions

The best way to determine what kind of trading personality you are, is to begin by trading.
Through live trading, your true trading self will reveal based on where you take the trade, how many trades you did, where you place
your stop loss and profit target, how do you manage a trade and what do you do when profiting or losing.
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Development of trader for different timeframes
Types of timeframes and their uses
Weekly Chart
Provides a macro view of the currency pair and sense of how the major market
participants are positioned. Look for long term support and resistance levels that
may come into play soon. Avoid trading directly into a long term support or
resistance zone.
Daily Chart
The Daily chart is extremely important as most traders are on this timeframe as
part of their decision process. Traders typically plot horizontal price support and
resistance levels, supply and demand zones, and perform relevant trend line and
pattern analysis on the daily.
Traders trading on 4H chart refers to the daily chart as their “big picture”
timeframe.
4H Chart
Traders can trade independently for setups found in this timeframe. Most of them
will usually look at daily chart to know if they are trading in the primary or
secondary trend, are they trading into any major support, resistance or zones.
From here, they will take a directional filter and be selective of the direction they
want to trade based on their daily chart analysis.
The 4H chart is mainly used as the higher timeframe analysis for 1H chart traders.

1H Chart
Traders who are trading the daily and 4H timeframes often uses the 1H chart as
their execution timeframe. The 1H chart allows them to see price action in
greater detail and the immediate trend’s price swings. 1H is a popular
timeframe for swing traders. 15M chart traders often refer to the 1H chart as
their higher timeframe.
15M / 5M Chart
The traders on this timeframe often seek for opportunities to trade trend
continuation of the immediate trend found on 1H chart. The traders in this
category are often deemed as intraday or scalpers. Often times, they will be
watching very closely of how price behave and its volatility at certain areas,
such as breaking of short term price structure, reversal candles for trend
continuation, economics data releases…etc.
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Multiple Timeframe Analysis
Most traders often make their trading decisions based exclusively on a single
timeframe. They spend all their energies in analyzing the technicals on their trading
time frame without giving much thought to what may be happening in the “Bigger
Picture” timeframe. And that can work fine in some cases, however, a more robust
approach would entail looking at several time frames in order to get a better handle
on the potential viability of a trade setup.

Top Down Approach
The approach of using multiple timeframe analysis often starts from a top down
approach.

Weekly Chart

What is Multiple Time Frame Analysis?
Multi time frame analysis is an analytical concept in trading which proves to be quite
powerful when utilized properly. The idea is to observe different time scales on the
same instrument being analyzed to identify market behaviors and trends on those
timeframes which would help us to recognize what is happening on those time
frequencies. Usually we are looking for information from the higher time frame to
help guide our decision process on our trading time frame.
What do traders look for out on higher timeframe?
• Market trend (primary or secondary)
• Key support and resistance levels
• Market structure
• Candlestick patterns
• Chart patterns
• Indicator readings (optional depending on strategy)

Daily Chart

4H Chart

1H Chart

15M / 5M Chart
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Multiple Timeframe Analysis
Step 1
Determine trend direction
From the Daily chart, price is moving in an uptrend.
Based on the above, we will only be looking for
Long trades with exit target around resistance.
Should trader wishes to Short the market, only do
so when price is around resistance level.

80 pips to Daily chart resistance

Step 2
Identify if current price is trading near key levels and
what is the distance between.

What will you do if price is trading very near major resistance?
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Multiple Timeframe Analysis
Step 3
Draw out key levels from a top
down approach, starting with
Daily chart, then moving down to
4H chart then to the 1H chart.

Daily
4H
1H
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Multiple Timeframe Analysis
Step 4
Wait for price to retrace into the
key levels. Only when price are
around those level, then consider
to put in the trade. What you
need to see is price volatility and
candlestick patterns for decision
making factors.

Daily
4H
1H

Why only trade at key levels?
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Multi-Timeframe Analysis

Exercise: On your trading platform, pull out 2 charts you would want to trade.
Draw the key levels on 2 currency pairs.
Top down approach starting with Daily, then to 4H and to 1H.
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Psychology
Many studies in behavioral psychology in the 1980s and 1990s all pointed
in the same direction: you take 20 people, you give them extremely simple
trading rules to adhere to, a 3 point check-list to tick before confirming and
validating a trade and you let them trade for a month.

Faulty psychology and poor impulse mastery will inevitably
lead a trader to failure in the medium or long term.

You will have 20 totally different results.

To be a good trader, it is better to have psychoanalysis and deal
with your problems with money, with your ego…
than to pretend to work on your charts

This experiment has been redone hundreds of times by dozens of
American, English and Canadian universities, and the results have always
had the same significance: with an ultra-simple method that a 14 year old
child could follow, the majority of people will be ruined within a month or
will stagnate, a tiny minority will make money.

All traders have heard the word “discipline”, but few really
understand what it is and why it is so important to develop it.

And yet, they have exactly the same trading conditions, the same trading
plan, the same capital, the same broker… there is no difference except
what is happening inside their heads.
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Psychology
Elements that forms your trading psychology
Greed

Fear

Anger

Hope

Boredom

Impatience

Hope
Traders who are in a losing position often show signs of hope, when they delay the
realization of a loss and might adjust stop loss to give the trade more allowance.
Another example of hope is when traders try to make up for past losses by enter a trade
with a bigger position that is against their rules, hoping to win back loss.

Greed

Boredom

Traders who are influenced by greed often don’t adhere to sound risk and money
management principles. Greed also reinforces the gambling mindset which leads trader
into impulsive decisions and mostly against his own trading rules and strategy.

Traders who are bored also often lack focus. A sign that you lack focus is when you find
yourself going through the same instruments and time-frames over and over again
without really knowing what you are looking for. The risk comes when the trader goes
through charts of many different instrument just to find a setup to trade.

Greed also cause the trader to have far profit targets and unwillingness to close profitable
trades which leads to bad trade management.

Impatience
Fear
An emotion that can cause significant damage to trading as to greed.
The fear of losing influences traders delay the realization of a loss, which then turns into
much greater losses, and the fear of giving back profits which make traders close winning
trades too early.
Fear of missing out (FOMO) influences the trader to take trades early and this might result
into bad entry price which also means wider stop loss.

When trader gets impatient, they will want to do something to the trade. Either
entering the trade early, closing out profitable trades prematurely, trading with a
larger than usual size to earn back losses fast, or even going into smaller timeframes
(not in his trading plan) just to squeeze a trade out.

Frustration
Trading mistakes from greed, fear, hope… etc and losses leads to frustration.
Frustration then reinforces all the bad negative behavior patterns that a trader
struggles with and may intensify the problems a trader has.
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Psychology

Only through trading your own live account and money… it is the most effective way to reveal your real trading psychology.
To achieve profitability with some consistency, you will need to know why you behave in a certain manner during trading.
Once you have identified those scenarios that caused you to lose, you should reflect deeper on why you have done it and how can you overcome this emotional or
psychological aspect that affects your trading.

My trading psychology and mistakes…..
What to do to improve:
•
•
•

Diligently review trades and reflect upon own trading and emotions when executing trades.
Identify what went wrong and remind self to not commit same mistakes. Set trading rules to overcome the urge or tendency to commit the mistake.
Engage a qualified mentor to help and guide.
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Risk Management
Basic must have

Correlation

Daily Risk Limit / Cut Loss

•

•

•

Stop Loss and Take Profit orders

Risk Per Trade
•
•

Based on % of account size or
Based on absolute dollar
amount.
•

Trader will determine what is the
contract size to trade based on the
defined risk required for stop loss.

Risk to Reward Ratio
•
•

Does the trade have at least a
1:1 based on the nearest
obstacle seen on chart.
For intraday swing or position
traders, does the trade have at
least a 1:2?

If the trade does not have a good
R:R based on your strategy, skip the
trade.

Now you have a position of EUR/USD. Then
next you entered a trade on GBP/HKD.
They may be different currency pairs and
on surface it should not have any conflict in
your exposure. But EUR/USD and GBP/HKD
has about 0.93 correlation in price move
measured over a year period. This means
you are holding 2 very similar trades,
duplicating your risk.
But on a micro level, the level of correlation
differs on different timeframe. So make
sure to check on the timeframe that you
are trading.

Currency Exposure
•

Currency exposure is something traders
commonly overlook. For example, when
you entered a trade into long EUR/USD,
then having another long on EUR/JPY or
EUR/GBP means you are over exposed to
EUR over the same period of time. If your
trade on EUR/USD turns sour, likely it will
be the same case on EUR/JPY or EUR/GBP.

•

For scalpers or Intraday traders, you will be executing about 5 to 10 even more trades within a
day. Due to the high frequency of trades, assuming each trade risk 1%, we cannot allow 10 losing
trades to happen in a day. That will be 10% of your trading account lost in a single day!
To manage risk, the trader should have a risk plan to determine what is the daily cut loss limit and
stick to it. If 5% is the daily limit, the trader have to monitor number of trades exposed and the
stops amount combine to ensure limit is not exceeded.

Risk Limit – Instrument Level
•

•

For scalpers or Intraday traders, if you are trading many instruments or currency pairs at a time,
you will realize which is the instrument your strategy is not performing well. To ensure the trader
does not fight against the market in a losing battle, a daily cut loss should be place for a particular
instrument. It can be based on number of losing trades or percentage loss.
As for swing or longer term traders, not on a daily limit basis, over a period of time say a week or
2 or could be longer, after reviewing his trades, he is able to see which instrument is he doing
better or worse. He should focus more on the winners and possible stop trading on those he does
not trade well with.

Portfolio Level Risk
•

As for swing or longer term traders, there should be a overall level risk defined. There should be
different levels of alert in place for a call to action to manage risk. Lets say portfolio risk is set to
20%. Once loss is at 10% triggering level 1, the risk manager will review the trades done by the
trader to determine if it’s a strategy problem or loss is incurred due to market conditions. If level
2 is set at 15% and if triggered, steps taken could be to downsize the contracts while having daily
trade reviews to ensure trader is on track.
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Trade Management
Target Profit
We all wish to achieve as much pips as possible on our trade. But in reality, how often does price hit our profit target should we be aiming far?
Distance may be in absolute pips and it can also mean risk to reward.

Case Study
In an example of a trade using the 1H chart, stop loss placed at 40 pips and target at 120 pips, 1:3 risk to reward. On paper, it sounds great as its 1:3.
But based on trade statistics on this trader, the trades do not often achieve the intended 1:3 target, more often it goes to 1:2 and at times only 1:1.
Upon reaching those levels, price returns to the entry level and sometimes hitting the stop loss resulting in losses after a profitable run.
This trader is struggling to achieve consistent profits and is starting to be frustrated and losing confidence in his own trading methods.

Group Discussion
•
•

List out good points about this trader
What do you think this trader can do to help improve his performance?
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Trader’s Personality
Most of the traders including myself started our trading journey by diving in
straight without understanding more about our own trading propensity.

Trader’s Personality

Everyone of us have a natural tendency to behave in a certain way due to our
risk appetite, our personality, our perception, our knowledge and many other
factors.
The result to this is such that even if the same trading strategy is taught to many,
the execution of the trade, the management of the trade and risk can be entirely
different from each individual. Some might feel very comfortable to execute the
strategy while others might be struggling to trade it.

Chart Pattern Personality

Trading Timeframe Personality
WHY?

What works for an individual may not be the case for the other due to his
personality. Example of a extrovert versus and introvert salesperson. They are
not comfortable doing what the other does. Same goes for trading.
Many traders spent months or even years to finally understand what works for
them in trading. Not about profitability but which strategy they feel most
comfortable and confident to execute.
In here, we want to accelerate your self discovery and learning curve to help you
identify what style of trading will be more compatible, giving you confidence in
your trading and importantly, not waste the months and years in your trading
journey.
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Chart Pattern Personality
A

ARE YOU COMFORTABLE TO TRADE THE SETUP?
Write down the percentage of your comfortability to trade this type of setup.
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Chart Pattern Personality
B

ARE YOU COMFORTABLE TO TRADE THE SETUP?

Write down the percentage of your comfortability to trade this type of setup.

Buying at new highs
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Chart Pattern Personality
C

ARE YOU COMFORTABLE TO TRADE THE SETUP?

Write down the percentage of your comfortability to trade this type of setup.
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Chart Pattern Personality
D

ARE YOU COMFORTABLE TO TRADE THE SETUP?

Write down the percentage of your comfortability to trade this type of setup.
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Trading Timeframe Personality
What is a Trading Timeframe Personality?

Circle one that you feel most comfortable with.

It is simply the timeframe that you feel most comfortable trading on.

(A) Do you prefer to have your trades closed on same day so you don’t need to
We focus on two factors to gauge your trading timeframe personality:
1. Your daily schedule
2. Your unique personality and attention span

Your daily schedule. Write down your answer.

think about it when you are done trading?

(B) Are you willing to wait a few days or even weeks to see your trades play out?
(C) Do you prefer to check your trades once a days or even just once a week?

Q: On weekdays, what time of the day are you able to dedicate to trading?
Provide time range.
A:
Q: How many hours are you able to set aside each time you sit for trading?
Schedule

A:

Optimal Zone

Personality
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Developing a trading plan for a strategy
Why do we need a trading plan for a strategy?
A trading plan is crucial for aspiring trader to be successful in trading.
What we are trying to develop is a trading framework for a trader to achieve
consistency. Consistency can only be achieved when there is a systematic
approach and process of how a trade will be treated, from the pre-execution
process through to the eventual close of the position. This refers to what is
considered a valid trade setup, what are the conditions to be fulfilled, how will the
trade be executed, how will be trade be managed (risk and trade management)
until the close of the position.
With consistent behaviour and execution of trades, the trader is able to:
• Trade based on a trading system where rules are set, removing element of
trading based on emotions and guesswork. Trading based on emotional factors
and assumptions is a major contributor to a trader’s failure.
• Executing trades consistent to the rules of strategy makes reviewing of trade
effective. The statistics of the trading results is also reliable for any future
decisions made to improve the trading strategy.
• Have a objective view of the strategy versus the trading result to evaluate if the
strategy is good enough and what are the adjustments needed on risk or price
targets to improve the winning statistics of the strategy.
• Confidence towards trading the strategy which is important for the mental
state of a trader.

General guide to build a trading plan
1.

Know the concept of your strategy well including your risk management. What
type of market condition is it built for to achieve higher winning rate. (Is your
strategy trend trading? Which part of the trend is your strategy built to perform?
Breakout phase, retracement phase or when in consolidation?

2.

What is the timeframe you will deploy your strategy? Stick to it (Both strategy
criteria and timeframe).

3.

Screen across a range of instruments that you have decided and stick to the
defined set. For starters if you are still new to trading, keep the range to between
2 to 5 instruments to ensure you are able to plan, execute and manage your
trades effectively. This is to ensure you can take the time to effectively analyse
and plan your trades to minimize the feeling of rushing into any trading
opportunity you spot. Instrument list example: S&P500, Nikkei225, GBPUSD,
GBPJPY and EURUSD.

4.

Develop a trade log and trade journal to record your trading activities.

5.

Review your trades to determine if you have executed your trades as per your
strategy and rules. What are some steps you can keep in mind for your next few
trades that might improve your performance.

6.

Repeat 3 to 5.
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Develop Your Trading Strategy
Identify what type of trading style you are comfortable with
Trend Following
•
Sharp continuation
•
Retracement
Range Trading
Reversal Trading

Tip:
Timing of entry has a major impact to your profitability.
Knowing when to trade the market based on your trading style is crucial!
Entry affects your risk and reward ratio.

When developing your trading strategy, keep in mind:
Your trading personality
•
This helps you to create rules to within your strategy to
prevent you from going rogue.
•
The timeframe to trade that will suit your personality – risk
per trade, holding duration, trading frequency…etc

Objective of strategy
• What is your strategy objective? Is it to wait for pull backs
and then trade it back to trend?
• What type of market condition or structure will is needed or
to avoid to increase your win rate?
• What currency pair / currency profile should you trade to
optimize your strategy?

For starters, just focus on 1 strategy to ensure you are able to execute the strategy
effectively, consistently and to be able to generate profits.
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Developing a trading plan for a strategy
Example of a trading strategy basic flowchart
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Develop Your Trading Strategy
Homework !!!
1.

Develop a trading strategy of your own. It need not be exactly what you have learnt from this workshop. It can be with or without
technical indicators.

2.

Write out in detail about your strategy. How is it traded.

3.

Based on your trading personality, what are the rules to determine how you would trade your strategy? The rules must include
what is considered a qualified setup to trade, how you will enter the market (market or limit), where you will place your stop loss
and profit target, what will be at risk for each trade, how many trades in a pair at a time, how many pairs traded at a time, how
would you manage a trade going in loss or profit. Also, if you are stopped out once on your trade, will you attempt the trade again
if the levels are still within your setup.

4.

Create a flow chart of your strategy. On what conditions will give you a valid signal to look at the pair? On what condition will you
consider a valid setup? On what condition will you enter a trade or reject the setup?
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Improving your trading performance with statistics
Statistics / Performance Data to analyse:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Net Closed P/L for Long and Short Trades
Total Net P/L
Total Winning Trade Amount for Long and Short Trades
Total Losing Trade Amount for Long and Short Trades
Average Win for Long and Short Trades
Average Loss for Long and Short Trades
Total Trades for Long and Short Trades
Win Long Trades and Short Trades
Loss Long Trades and Short Trades
Win Rate for Long and Short Trades
Scratch Trades for Long and Short Trades
Max Consecutive Wins
Max Consecutive Losses
Risk : Reward
Expectancy
Maximum Drawdown
Win rate
Profit factor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Largest Gain for Long and Short
Largest Loss for Long and Short
Average Total Holding Period for Long and Short Trades
Average Hold Period on Winners for Long and Short Trades
Average Hold Period on Losers for Long and Short Trades
Average Hold Time for Scratch Trades for Long and Short Trades
Longest Hold Period for Long and Short Trades
Shortest Hold Period for Long and Short Trades
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Improving your trading performance with statistics
The performance data can be used to:

Profit Factor

1.

Profit Factor is an index of trading skills.
It shows the relationship between risk taken and profit gained.
Profit Factor = (sum of earnings) / (sum of losses)

2.
3.
4.
5.

Distinguish winning trade characteristics vs. losing trade
characteristics
View statistics on all trades, long trades, and short trades
Pinpoint trading weaknesses and strengths
Evaluate vital performance statistics
Find the most profitable times of the day for trading

We should aim to have a profit factor of around 2 or more, but at least try to achieve 1.5 and then
continuously work towards achieving 2.

Maximum drawdown
Looking at too many data will be confusing if you do not know how
to use them for your analysis.
For starters, we focus on 2 key points and 5 sub points.

For example if a portfolio starts being worth $100,000, increases in value to $150,000, decreases to
$90,000, increases to $120,000, then decreases to $80,000, then increases to $200,000, the max
drawdown is ($150,000-$80,000)/$150,000 = 46.67%

Key Points
Profit Factor
Maximum Drawdown
Sub Points
Number of winning trades
Number of losing trades
Net Profit
Largest Winner
Largest Loser

It is an indicator of the risk of a portfolio based on the trader’s performance.
Defined from the peak-to-trough decline of an investment during a specific period.
It is usually quoted as a percentage of the peak value. Can be based on daily, weekly or monthly.

Can calculate win rate
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Improving your trading performance with statistics
To allow meaningful analysis of your trading statistics so that we can help you to be better, on top of having the trade log
(downloadable from broker) and a trade journal, you have to maintain 2 more records which is Daily and Monthly Summary logs.

Daily Summary Log
Date

Number of
trades

Total volume
traded in $

Commission

Max
Drawdown

P&L

Number of
trades won

Total Win
Amount

Number of
trades lost

Total Loss Amount

Monthly Summary Log
Month /
Year

Number
of trades

Total volume
traded in $

Commission

Max
Drawdown

P&L

Number of
trades won

Win Rate

Total Win
Amount

Average
Win

Number of
trades lost

Loss Rate

Total Loss
Amount

Average
Loss

Profit
Factor

Expectancy
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Improving your trading performance with statistics
Examples of different trading performance statistics and possible fixes to work on.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Profit factor 0.5
Win rate 70%

Profit factor 1.0
Win rate 20%
Max Daily Drawdown 3%

Profit factor 1.2
Win rate 40%
Max Daily Drawdown 20%

The strategy wins 70% of the time but the profit
factor is low which means strategy is overall
losing money. It shows poor risk to reward.
With such a low profit factor, the strategy is
unlikely sound and requires a lot of changes or
improvements which may result in an entirely
different strategy altogether.

Although the strategy wins only 20% of the time but it is
able to hold a profit factor of 1. Drawdown is acceptable.
This would mean the risk to reward to good but perhaps
the chance of hitting the profit target could be far. It could
also be a case of trade selection to work on to increase
winning picks and reduce losing picks.

P&L is constant with 40% win rate. Which means win amount is
greater than loss amount. Risk to reward may not be the key issue.
Max drawdown is 20% in a day which is very high.

Possible fixes:

Possible fixes:

• Is the stop loss unnecessarily too wide?
• Can the strategy go for larger profit target
and not affect too much of the win rate?

• Break profit target into parts. Take partial profits along
the way to lock in profits. This will prevent all or
nothing. Even if the profitable trade suddenly reverse
and turn bad to hit stop loss, profits were already
locked in along the way, still ending positive.
• Improve of trade selection and explore methods to
reduce taking bad trades.

Possible fixes:
• What is the reason for large daily drawdown? Single trade or
multiple trades or multiple on same instrument? If found out to
be multiple trades, the trader might be over trading or trading
against market for possible reversal moves. If drawdown is
based on 1 or 2 trades, then exposure per trade is the issue. Is
the risk per trade consistent or is it situational?

• If strategy is sound, win rate is good to improve but may
not be crucial. May consider working on the entry
techniques to improve risk to reward. Fixing this together
with drawdown control should make major improvements
to the profit factor.
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Conclusion

Closing Note
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Closing Note
•

To be good and consistently profitable in trading requires lots of practice, work and discipline. It is a profession just like any other jobs. Like a medical
doctor who starts as a trainee and through practice and experience gained over the years, his skills improved and he will be a qualified surgeon.

•

Know your own trading personality and always review your trades done especially after losing, it is based on negative emotions and if the trades were done
solely in hope to recoup losses. Most traders have the potential to be profitable but they often make huge losses or series of losses within a very short time
because they could not control their emotions and thoughts to do what is right. Remember that majority of your trading success depends on whether this
very individual aspects of balancing your own trading personality and emotions is done well.

•

A lot of great strategies are widely available and even free but to apply it effectively requires dedication and practice. Often, traders are very quick to switch
from one strategy to the other after some losses. This cycle will never end if the trader don’t see the real problem, which is self. Stick to a strategy that you
are comfortable with and find ways to improve using it. Only through this process then you will be able to discover how you will want to trade this strategy
based on your strategy and what kind of adjustments is needed to fit into your style of trading, not forgetting rules unique to yourself combined with
proper trade management.

•

“Oliven and Rietz (2004) found that, on average, market-makers (those who trade with limit orders) outperformed price-takers (those who trade at market
price). They found evidence that market-makers were less prone to mistakes such as violating arbitrage restrictions, or trading at prices that were not the
best available. Market-makers appeared to be less affected by mental biases, and to be more rational in their trading.” It is not wrong to trade at market
but also keep in mind, the risk to reward and are you trading into the market due to your impatience or fear of missing out? It is painful to miss out a few
winning trades but it is worse to take on more risk and to lose a bigger amount.

•

Always be mindful of what the bigger picture market is doing and where are the key levels you want to trade. At current timeframe and price levels, you
should already know what you want to do should price reaches you. If unsure, do not trade yet until you are certain of your decision. Sometimes, price do
not give you the confirmation early, exercising some patience will at times give you clarity on chart as price develops with the subsequent candlesticks.

•

If this trade for short term or longer term? With trend or counter trend? Your profit target needs to be realistic otherwise you may struggle to find
consistency or even have difficulty to maintain profitable.
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CLOSING NOTE

THANK YOU!
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